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applicable laws (nation-based and international), the IEEE Code of Ethics, and with
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The contributor acknowledges and accepts that this contribution is subject to
•

The IEEE Standards copyright policy as stated in the IEEE-SA Standards Board Bylaws,
section 7, http://standards.ieee.org/develop/policies/bylaws/sect6-7.html#7, and the IEEESA Standards Board Operations Manual, section 6.1,
http://standards.ieee.org/develop/policies/opman/sect6.html

•

The IEEE Standards patent policy as stated in the IEEE-SA Standards Board Bylaws, section 6,
http://standards.ieee.org/guides/bylaws/sect6-7.html#6, and the IEEE-SA Standards Board
Operations Manual, section 6.3, http://standards.ieee.org/develop/policies/opman/sect6.html
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Agenda
1. Roll Call
2. IEEE Patent Slides

3. Review and approve previous minutes:
4. Review open action items
5. Discussion Topics
6. Key Takeaways from today's meeting
7. Glossary terms from this meeting
8. Topic for next meeting
9. Schedule next meeting
10. Reminders
11. Any other business
12. List new action items
13. Adjourn
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3. Review and approve minutes
Meeting #34, May 7
Updated draft circulated May 9.
Attendees:
Ian McIntosh (Leonardo MW Ltd.)
Heiko Ehrenberg (GOEPEL Electronics)
(left 11:45)
Eric Cormack (DFT Solutions)
Terry Duepner (National Instruments)
Brian Erickson (JTAG Technologies)
Bill Huynh (Marvell Inc.)
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Joel Irby (ARM) (joined 11:07)
Dilipan Jayachandran (SEL Inc.) (joined 11:11)
Naveen Srivastava (Nvidia)
Jon Stewart (Dell) (joined 11:08)
Brad Van Treuren (Nokia)
Carl Walker (Cisco Systems)
Louis Ungar (ATE Solutions)
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4. Review open action items
Action Item Register:
http://files.sjtag.org/StudyGroup/ActionItemRegister.xls

Format of action number is
[Meeting#.Action# within that meeting]
[21.1] Supply Ian with glossary definitions used by 1687.1 for
"transformation" and "retargetting".

[27.2] Legacy Initiative Group to propose definition for "SJTAG". No
recent contributions:
http://forums.sjtag.org/viewtopic.php?p=1314#p1314, ongoing
action.
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5. Discussion Topics
5.a PAR - Purpose and Scope discussion, focus on Adam’s
questions.
– Suggested plan (reminder):
•
•
•
•

May 7th/14th – focus on Purpose
May 21st/28th – focus on Need
Leave “fine-tuning” to happen in slow-time via forums/email.
June 4th – vote to adopt wording (note quorum and 3/5 roster
criteria), prepare motion for sponsor.

– See following slides on:
•Purpose (current draft)
Also forum thread:
http://forums.sjtag.org/viewtopic.php?p=1338#p1338

•Need (previous draft)
•Collation of comments around “Need”
•Scope (current draft)
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Draft Purpose
STAM Purpose (7 May proposal):
o The purpose of this standard is to provide a means to seamlessly
integrate component access topologies, interface constraints, and
other dependencies at the board and system level by using a uniform
description that focuses on topology, interfaces and behavior (as
opposed to physical structure). The providers of these access
mechanisms are people who produce components (chips or boards)
that are intended to be used in an automated fashion within a larger
assembly. This standard will include a methodology to ensure access
to particular destination registers in the correct time order.
o Questions raised by Adam Ley:
o what manner of "thing(s)" would claim conformance to the
standard? (In Scope?)
o who produces this(these) thing(s)? (In Purpose?)
o who uses this(these) thing(s)? (In Purpose?)
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Draft Need
STAM Need:
o A standardized method is needed to coordinate component access
topologies, interface constraints, and other dependencies at the
board and system level in order to be able to effectively leverage the
existing and future component level standards. Thus, a new
supervisory standard is required to define the coordination and
dependencies of instruments as well as configuration, management,
and application of vector based testing at the board and system
levels. For example, IEEE 1687 and IEEE 1149.1-2013 provide
methods for describing each of the instrument interfaces on a per
component basis, but do not provide the contextual prerequisites for
the dependence on each instrument configuration and/or aggregation
of multiple instruments for the overall board and/or system
maintenance operations. Further, many components only support
non-JTAG interfaces (e.g., I2C or SPI) to their instrumentation
registers. This standard will provide a means to utilize the pin level
access provided by other standards.

o Already know this doesn’t read well; probably too wordy.
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Initial collation of Need comments
•

We should be looking to utilise any test features that exist within COTS items

•

We need better tools, but that requires that the tools can "see" the features that are available

•

Leveraging the interface standards is not the only way to do this

•

(I'm just copying the following directly from Brad's post as I couldn't see a better way of incorporating it here)
•
SJTAG is intended to improve the ability to test, diagnose and provide prognostic health information about
systems.
•

•

(Analyze from top down in decomposition is necessary to be able to know what has to be exposed. How someone
implements it is less important if it is clearly documented and usable. Testablilty “flow down” may be outside of
SJTAG scope : Testability Framework Requirements. Available Testability “flow up” is what is advertised from the
bottom up: Availability of Testability Features.)

A standardized method is needed to coordinate
•

(coordinate - exposure of underlying test capabilities that might exist?) (everyone puts testability at their level and
don’t usually plan for use at a higher level) (Documentation of what is available at each level is key.)

•

component

•

access topologies,

•

interface constraints, and other dependencies at the board and system level

•
•
•

•

(component could relate to discretes and not what we want)
(Board level BIST is more than a component access topology.)
(Should really focus on system and sub-systems, which includes boards.)

in order to be able to effectively leverage the existing and future component level standards. Thus, a new
supervisory standard is required to define the coordination and dependencies of instruments as well as
configuration, management, and application of vector based testing at the board and system levels.
•

(The higher up you go in the hierarchy, the more you morph into functional testing.) (Downloading code into
modules and executing them is also part of this infrastructure that is needed.)

•

Specific interfaces are not really broad enough for the Needs statement

•

This standard recognizes the need for some form of standardized measurement of test coverage and quality of test,
but this standardization effort does not attempt to address that need (Additional comment: As this, or words to this
effect, describe an exclusion from the standard, it could become part of the stated Scope instead of the Need)

•

Should be inclusive of diverse Use Cases (and not preclude any), but should they be detailed in the PAR?
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Draft Scope
STAM Scope (30 April proposal):
o This standard: 1) defines a representation of conforming behavioral
descriptions of interfaces and transformations, 2) defines new
methods for utilizing those representations to enhance the test
management and access to sub-assembly test assets. This will allow,
in conjunction with existing methods, for the coordination and control
of a variety of digital interfaces to devices, boards, and sub-systems
to extend test access to board and system levels. The standard does
not replace or provide an alternative to existing test interface
standards, but aims instead to enable their usage throughout the
hierarchy of systems.
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Wrap-up items
6. Today's Key Takeaways
7. Glossary terms from this meeting
8. Topic for next meeting
9. Schedule next meeting
May 21
10. Reminders
We need to submit our Draft PAR to TTSC by the end of June.
Think about potential officers, moving towards a Working Group.
11. Any other business
12. List new action items

13. Adjourn
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